ArrowMark Partners Bolsters its Business Operations with
New Chief Operations & Technology Officer
Kirk Reid joins to continue advancing the scalability of ArrowMark’s investment
platform and client-driven solutions
DENVER, COLORADO – ArrowMark Partners announced that Kirk Reid joined the firm effective
June 1, 2019, in a newly-crafted role as Chief Operations & Technology Officer. In this role,
Reid will be responsible for building and maintaining an efficient and scalable operational
platform to ensure the firm is well-positioned for continued growth of its multi-faceted business
and investment strategies the firm delivers to clients.
Reid joins from Oppenheimer Funds, where he spent the last three years serving as Senior Vice
President, Head of Operations, and was responsible for centralizing and modernizing its global
operations platform. Prior to joining Oppenheimer, Reid had a successful, 20 plus year career at
Janus Capital Group where he held various leadership positions in business and investment
operations and most recently was the Senior Vice President of Global Institutional Operations.
“With nearly 25 years of hands-on operating experience in asset management, including more
than a decade working alongside many of us, Kirk is a well-respected and accomplished leader
and brings a wealth of knowledge and insight to continue advancing the scalability of our
business infrastructure and investment solutions we deliver to clients. We are thrilled to reunite
and welcome Kirk to the ArrowMark team,” said David Corkins, Co-Founding ArrowMark
Partner.

About ArrowMark Partners
ArrowMark Partners is an employee-owned asset management firm founded in 2007. As of
March 31, 2019, the firm manages approximately $19.3 billion in assets on behalf of
institutional, financial intermediaries and high net worth investors across alternative credit and
capacity constrained equity strategies, as well as through the management of broadly
syndicated and middle-market CLOs. ArrowMark is headquartered in Denver, Colorado with
additional presence in California, London and New York.
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